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The immigrant and refugee Laotian community in the
Richmond area live in one of the most toxic regions in the
nation: more than 350 industrial sites and toxic hazards
spew pesticides and other chemicals that contaminate the
air, water, and soil.  On a daily basis, people’s home, school,
and work environments are polluted and endangered.
Within the Laotian community, diverse ethnic and tribal
groups struggle under these conditions, including many
monolingual Mien, Lao, and Khmu speaking families who
began to settle in the area in the 1970’s.    

APEN’s two organizing projects housed in Richmond are
devoted to intergenerational organizing in the Laotian com-
munity.  Started in 1995, the Laotian Organizing Project
(LOP) organizes and promotes leadership development
among the adult Laotian community, while the Asian Youth
Advocates (AYA) provides a vehicle for young Laotian
women to develop, communicate, and implement their
vision for the community.

■ In 2000, LOP won implementation and funding for a
multilingual warning system in Contra Costa County
that alerts the community in several languages,
including Laotian languages, of explosions at nearby
refineries.

■ In 2001, LOP worked with Richmond Vision 2000
and other community organizations to pass one of the
highest living wages in the country: $11.42 an hour
with benefits ($12.92 without benefits) for working
families.

■ In 2000, responding to student concerns about a
severe lack of counseling resources at Richmond
High School, AYA organized and led a successful
campaign to establish a pilot teacher
advisory program.

Oakland’s diverse Asian population includes 60,000 people
of Chinese, Vietnamese, Laotian, Cambodian, Filipino and
many other ethnic backgrounds.  Similar to the Laotian
community in Richmond, Asians in Oakland also have lim-
ited access to culturally appropriate services, bear higher
rates of toxic exposure at work and at home, and lack access
to decision-makers to impact change.

■ In November 2002, Power in Asians Organizing
(PAO) Project registered, educated, and turned out
Asian immigrant voters to win a city initiative to
protect renters against unfair evictions, and
Proposition 46, a state-wide housing bond that allo-
cated $2.1 billion for affordable housing and housing
assistance.

Asian Pacific Environmental
Network (APEN)
The Asian Pacific Environmental Network was founded in 1993 to empower low income Asian Pacific

Islander communities to achieve environmental and social justice.  APEN believes that everyone has a right

to safe and healthy places to live, work, and play.  To achieve this vision, APEN has three long term strategies:

(1) building powerful models of grassroots organization and leadership, (2) developing strategic alliances and

collaborations with other progressive organizations to create a movement infrastructure, and (3) winning pro-

active community campaigns that concretely impact and improve the lives of people in our communities.  APEN

currently organizes in two East Bay Asian immigrant communities.
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Acronyms and Definitions
AMI Area Median Income, as defined by the U.S.

Department of Housing and Urban Development

APEN Asian Pacific Environmental Network

ABAG Association of Bay Area Governments 

AYA Asian Youth Advocates, a project of APEN

CLT Community Land Trust

HUD U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development

LOP Laotian Organizing Project, a project of APEN

MSA Metropolitan Statistical Area, a Census Bureau
geographic designation

PAO Power in Asians Organizing, a project of APEN

Affordable Housing is housing that costs no more than
30% of a household’s income.  A household is overbur-
denedby housing costs if they pay more than 30% of
their income on housing.  

To determine the need for affordable housing, the popula-
tion is divided into the following categories based on
household income and the area’s median income:

Households that make less than:

Low income 80% of the Area Median Income

Very low income 50% of the Area Median Income

Extremely low income 30% of the Area Median Income

For the Oakland Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA),
which includes Richmond, the Area Median Income for
2003 as defined by HUD is $76,600.  The income limits
for a 1-person and a 4-person household are as follows:

1 person 4 people

Low income $44,850 $64,100

Very low income $28,050 $40,050

Extremely low income $16,800 $24,050

In this report, low income householdsand families are
defined as 0-80% of the AMI, not just 51-80% of the
AMI.  The majority of APEN’s survey population is
extremely low income and makes less than 30% of the
AMI.

For the purposes of this report, the term “neighborhood”
refers to the collection of places where people live, shop,
and gather.  “Community” refers to the place, the people,
the institutions, and the relationships they create.

■ ■ ■
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Preface

Preface

Iam honored that APEN has asked me to write a

preface to their housing report.  There are too few

comprehensive analyses of local housing conditions

and needs.  There are even fewer examinations of the

situation that the Asian community faces.  I am par-

ticularly pleased that they chose to give voice to the residents of Richmond and

Oakland, two communities where the term housing crisis applies. Too often

such reports lack the depth only residents can provide.

We in this country have not come to grips with the housing problem.  Those that have
the resources to buy homes leave lower income people behind to try and fend their way
through the rental housing market.  With very few exceptions in this nation’s history,
the United States rental housing market in places like Richmond and Oakland has been
too tight to make notions of supply and demand, so central in our economic thinking,
viable.  Government intervention has always been required to alleviate the problem.
Local government, where the problem resides, was the first to act, followed by the state
and federal government.

Unfortunately, because of myths that separate homeowners and tenants in this country
and place tenancy in a second-class position, such government intervention has rarely
been adequate or properly focused.  A repeated major policy mistake has been the
exclusion of tenants from finding the way toward a solution. 

The APEN report allows us to focus yet again on the housing problem and to take a new
more vigorous path.  With the significant withdrawal of the federal government and the
lack of serious involvement by this state in solving the housing problem, the ball is back
in the hands of local government.  This is where housing policy innovation began and
can once again emerge.

My research and practice in the field have taught me that tenants and neighborhood
residents must be central to this renewed approach.  Like everyone in this country, ten-
ants seek control of their own lives. Any policy that is energized by this report deserves
to take this into account.  Policies that promote resident stability, such as a Just Cause
to Evict, are a first step in this direction.

Such policies must recognize the market failure that this report documents.  Beyond
this, an alternative ownership approach should be fully considered.  Non-profit owner-
ship from full tenant participation to resident control is central if we are to avoid the
mistakes of the past.

I wish APEN good fortune in what will sure be the struggle to follow.

Allan Heskin
Professor Emeritus, Department of Urban Planning
University of California, Los Angeles

Professor Heskin, a former
Legal Services attorney in

Oakland, has been the author
of many housing studies, arti-

cles and books including,
Tenants and the American

Dreamand Struggle for
Community.  He was also the
founding director of the Santa

Monica Community
Corporation and has served on
many boards of non-profit and

cooperative ventures that he
helped to initiate.

Members attend an LOP meeting
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Executive Summary 
Ask some local legislators today about affordable housing in the Bay

Area, and they will probably point to a drop in rents and the cooling

of the housing market.  Even some newspaper headlines like “Bay Area

Home Prices Stabilizing” and “Bay Area Rents Cheaper” give the

impression that the housing crisis is over1—but over for whom?  Middle

and upper income residents in San Francisco and San Jose have benefited

the most from the overall loss of population, increased vacancy rates, and

relatively lower rents that followed the deflation of the high-tech bubble.

However, the reality is that on the East Bay, low income Asian resi-

dents—like many low income residents—still struggle to meet their

basic needs in the current housing crisis.  These residents suffer

through 1) expensive housing, 2) unhealthy and toxic homes and 3) weak

or non-existent tenant protections.  Such conditions ultimately 4) stress

families who already sacrifice basic needs like healthcare and food to

accommodate for housing costs, and 5) hurt ethnic communities as fami-

lies are forced to move from neighborhoods that provide the cultural ser-

vices, roots, and traditions needed to survive.
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Fou Yarn Saeteurn, Thongsoun Phuthama, and Khamphay Phahongchanh present the top 3 housing issues at a LOP meeting in Richmond



CO N D I T I O N S  

TOXINS AND HAZARDS IN THE
HOME

Existing statewide right-to-know laws
are one step in protecting families and
children from in-home toxics and haz-
ards, but without right-to-health laws
that require adequate prevention and
clean up, families will continue to suffer
and be poisoned in their homes.    

■ U.S. Census data show that 58% of
occupied housing units in Richmond
and 71% in Oaklandare contaminated
with lead-based paints that can cause
severe developmental, behavior, and
health problems in children.5

■ In APEN’s survey, 58% in Richmond
and 39% in Oaklandcited peeling
paint as a problem related to the con-
dition of their housing.

■ In APEN’s survey, 63% of households
in Richmondcited problems with
mold and 79% cited problems with
cockroaches and mice in the home;
medical professionals warn that such
conditions are triggers for childhood
asthma.  Forty-eight percent (48%)
cited plumbing problems, and over
half cited problems with broken win-
dows, doors, and gas leaks.

■ In APEN’s survey, over half (59%) of
the households in Oaklandcited prob-
lems with cockroaches and mice and
over one-third (38%) cited problems
with household mold.  Over one-third
of respondents (39%) cited lack of
sink, toilet, or water access.  

CO N D I T I O N S

RESIDENTS ARE OVERBURDENED BY
HOUSING EXPENSES

Despite some success in Richmond and
Oakland of developing and supporting
affordable housing, the need still per-
sists.  APEN’s housing survey found
that housing expenses continue to sig-
nificantly plague low income Asian
communities.  Overall, residents already
live in the 4th most expensive region in
the country with respect to housing.  

■ In APEN’s survey of low income
Asians, residents in Richmondexperi-
enced housing cost increases on aver-
age of 32% over the past 3 years; in
Oaklandthe average increase was
21%—all the while inflation increased
less than 7%.

■ Sixty two percent (62%) of people
surveyed in Richmondand 50% of
those in Oaklandpay more than they
can afford—meaning more than 30%
of their income—on housing costs.
These rates are higher than those cal-
culated from census data for the city
overall.

■ U.S. Census data show that in 2000,
12% of renters and 4.4% of home-
owners were living in severely over-
crowded conditions in Richmond, and
13.6% of renters and 5.5% of home-
owners in Oaklandwere severely
overcrowded.3

■ In APEN’s survey, 35% of households
in Richmondsuffered from over-
crowding with an average household
size of 6 people, while 12% of the
households in Oaklandsuffered from
overcrowding with an average house-
hold size of 3 people.4

Strengthening the Roots

This report analyzes APEN’s community
housing surveys and interviews with low
income Asians2—a growing racial popu-
lation in the Bay Area—alongside Census
data, housing policies, and overall hous-
ing conditions in two key East Bay cities:
Richmond and Oakland. Housing
debates often prioritize homeownership
as the best way to stabilize communities;
however, since low income rentersmake
up the majority of those involved with
APEN, this report focuses mostly on
understanding and addressing renters’
housing cost, conditions, and the lack of
tenant protections.

In APEN’s survey area, based on the
number of people per household, 55% of
those surveyed in Richmond were
extremely low, 38% very low, and 7%
were low income.  In Oakland, 90% of
household respondents were extremely
low income, and 10% were very low
income.  

APEN’s report brings forward the rarely
told stories and struggles of low income
Asian residents, and makes recommenda-
tions based on their ideas of how to
address the present housing crisis.

FINDINGS 
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Overcrowded housing conditions in Oakland



I M PAC T S

CULTURAL AND ETHNIC 
COMMUNITIES ARE TORN APART 

Low income Asian families on the
East Bay, many of whom are immi-
grants and refugees, have struggled to
rebuild and grow roots in this country.
Despite poverty, resettlement, and
toxic exposure, they still possess a
deep sense of community, with rich
family and social networks that act as
safety nets.  However, the realities of
escalating housing costs and unhealthy
conditions in jurisdictions with little or
no tenant protections cause residents
to be uprooted from their communi-
ties.

■ Residents in APEN’s survey in
Richmondlive or had lived in the
city and surrounding area for over
17 years; in Oakland, the average
was over 12 years.  

■ However, Richmondersmoved an
average of 5 times over the course
of their time living in the area, and
Oaklandersmoved an average of 3
times.

■ Unstable housing conditions (mean-
ing expensive and poorly maintained
housing in areas with little or no
tenant protections) force immigrant
and refugee families to move away
from services in their language, and
away from their cultural institutions,
schools, churches, and communities
that sustain them spiritually and
emotionally.  

■ Through interviews, APEN found that
unstable housing among low
income Asians creates a threat to
cultural and ethnic survival.

I M PAC T S

FAMILIES AND YOUTH FACE TOUGH
CHOICES AND SACRIFICES

Expensive and poor quality housing,
along with the fear of being tossed out
due to the lack of adequate tenant pro-
tections, causes individuals and families
to sacrifice other basic needs.

■ Over two-thirds of the respondents to
APEN’s survey in Richmondand
Oaklandrecently sacrificed buying
nutritious food in order to pay for
high housing costs (71% and 68%
respectively).  

■ In Richmondand Oakland, 42% of
households from the survey said
they recently cut back on health-
care or doctor visits in order to pay
for housing.

■ Youth in both citiesalso feel guilty
and make sacrificesin order to
lessen the stress on their families to
afford housing.  Some want to con-
tribute more to their families’ income
by quitting sports and getting a job,
or by cutting back on things that they
spend money on.

CO N D I T I O N S

RENTER VULNERABILITY AND EVICTIONS

In 2002, Oakland, residents, activists, and
voters passed a Just Cause to Evict ordi-
nance, ensuring basic tenant protections
against unfair evictions.  However, no
such law exists in Richmond, and even in
Oakland, tenants who live in smaller or
newer buildings remain unprotected.6

This means low income Asian renters,
like many other low income renters, still
face unfair evictions, poor conditions, and
displacement from their homes.

■ In APEN’s survey, 88% of households
in Richmondand 95% of households in
Oaklandare renters.

■ Over half of the renters surveyed in
Richmondand Oaklandfelt uncomfort-
able going to their landlord to report
needed repairs because of language issues
or fears associated with speaking up.  

■ Close to two in ten Richmondrenters
and three in ten Oaklandrenters sur-
veyed had received a 30-day notice or
been evicted in the past 3 years.

Executive Summary
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Mien members of PAO participate in a community
meeting in Oakland



Local governments have a unique
opportunity to provide leadership to

help resolve the housing crisis for the
lowest income families.  Many afford-
able housing strategies already exist at
the local level in Richmond and
Oakland.  However, the reality is 1) what
exists does not effectively address the
existing city-wide low income affordable
housing need and 2) few residents from
the grassroots community that APEN
works with are able to fully benefit from
these current programs.

■ Build and preserve low income
affordable housing that stays afford-
able permanently

Establish, enforce, and protect strong
rent control ordinances to make more
housing affordable.  Secure more con-
sistent revenue sources for affordable
housing, and set money aside in hous-
ing trust funds.  Adopt inclusionary
zoning and linkage fees that are free
from short-term sunset clauses and
exemptions and take into consideration
the needs of low, very low, and
extremely low income households.
Create community land trusts and
expand them to include multi-family or
cooperative units that serve low, very
low, and extremely low income com-
munities.

■ Establish regular, pro-active code
enforcement and healthy homes
inspections of rental buildings, with
resident monitoring to prevent
displacement

Mandate and provide funding for regu-
lar inspections.  Employ multi-lingual
inspectors or partner with community-
based healthy home promoters.
Institute and promote the authentic
investment, involvement, and evalua-
tion of these programs by community
residents.  Promote preventative mea-
sures and cumulative risk assessments
based on balancing community impact
with fiscal or economic benefits.  

■ Ensure and protect low income
renters’ rights by adopting, enforc-
ing, and strengthening Just Cause to

Evict ordinances and rent boards
with active tenant representation and 
participation

Just Cause to Evict ordinances help
protect renters from unfair evictions.
Institute and endow community boards
of multi-lingual renters to help monitor
the progress of such policies, and rec-
ommend any changes that are needed.

■ Expand living wage laws and
guarantee adequate health care,
food security, and educational access
for all low income families

Expand living wage laws to require all
firms benefiting from all public
resources to pay a living wage.  Support
health care, food security, and education
programs for low income communities.  

■ Preserve low income affordable 
housing in existing ethnic and
cultural communities

Deliberately consider cultural and eth-
nic community preservation when
assessing affordable housing policy.
Just as pre-adoption nexus studies
require an assessment of economic and
environmental impacts, so should cul-
tural and ethnic community impact be a
criterion for analyzing and evaluating
housing policies. 

■ ■  ■

The dearth of affordable housing,
healthy homes, and tenant protections

in Richmond and Oakland creates a crisis
for low income Asian communities.
Based on surveys, interviews, and writing
projects, APEN learned that while low
income Asians are not the only ones suf-
fering from the overall housing crisis,
specific factors like linguistic isolation
and fear of government cause them to
experience housing problems different-
ly—and some would argue more harsh-
ly—than city residents overall.  

The consequences of high housing costs and
poor conditions are high and harm not only
individuals and families in low income
Asian communities, but also threaten over-
all community and neighborhood stability
as people are forced to move away from the
places where they were once rooted.  

The goal of housing and social policies
should be to strengthen communities, par-
ticularly in places where low income eth-
nic and cultural communities already exist
but are in danger of being dispersed or
displaced.  

In light of the budget crisis and shrinking
public resources, community residents
and leaders must look carefully at how
decisions on housing are made.  Having
the informed participation of tenants
and residents in the decisions that
impact their community is key to
resolving the housing crisis.
Community residents are experts who
need to be at the table in deciding what
their communities, cities, and regions
look like when it comes to safe and
affordable housing and tenants rights.
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Meuy Sew Saechao of LOP holds a green sheet to
vote to work on housing issues in Richmond

RECOMMENDATIONS



Strengthening the
Roots of the
Community
through Housing
At its best, safe and affordable housing is a critical stabilizing force

for low income communities.  Since rent or mortgage is usually the

single largest expense for families, reducing the cost burden and creating

more affordable housing allows households enough money to spend on

other necessities like food and healthcare.  Stable, healthy, and affordable

housing guarded by city tenant protections can serve as the physical roots

for residents to become part of a cohesive community or neighborhood. 

This report analyzes APEN’s community housing surveys and interviews of low
income Asians7—alongside Census data, housing policies, and overall housing
conditions—in two key East Bay cities: Richmond and Oakland. Richmond
and Oakland are at the center of our study not only because they house APEN’s
organizing projects, but also because both cities have an opportunity to take lead-
ership on affordable housing issues in the region.  These key cities have large
redevelopment areas and high percentages of low income and people of color
communities—including growth in Asian and Pacific Islander communities.   

This report is guided by the following research questions:

In Richmond and Oakland:

1. What are the key existing housing policies aimed at addressing the unmet
housing need for low income people?   

2. What are the economic conditions facing low income Asians in the current
housing crisis, and how are they different from the overall population?  What
are the physical conditions?  What are the current tenants protections?  

3. What are the overall impacts of the current housing conditions on low income
Asian families, youth, and communities?  

4. What are the policies that will solve the root causes of the housing crisis?
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PAO member Lian Kang Wu fills out a survey in
Oakland
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Defining the
Citywide Housing
Crisis
Richmond is the second largest city in Contra Costa County.  Oakland is

the third largest city in the San Francisco Bay area.  In 2000, both

cities had higher poverty rates, and median household incomes were nearly

one-third less than the overall Bay Area or their respective counties (See

Table 2A in the Appendix).  Thirty eight percent (38%) of Richmond

households and 44% of Oakland households make less than $35,000 a

year—the threshold for very low income households of 3 or more, as

defined by HUD.   

Background

People fill the streets during Oakland Chinatown’s annual streetfair



Who lives in the city?  Who
is impacted by the housing
crisis?
People of color make up close to 40% of
the Bay Area population, and approxi-
mately two-thirds of Richmond and
Oakland’s population.  The Asian and
Pacific Islander population is growing,
becoming the largest non-white racial
group in the Bay Area.8 (See Table 3A,
Appendix)  Both Richmond and Oakland
experienced increases in Asian and
Pacific Islander population between 1990-
2000: in Richmond, the Asian and Pacific
Islander (API) population alone rose 22%
while in Oakland the population increased
by 14%. This is faster than the growth of
the overall population in each city.9 In
Richmond, 28% of the Asian and Pacific
Islander households make less than
$35,000 a year, but among Laotians, this
percentage rises to 45%.  Over half of the
Asian and Pacific Islander households
(51%) in Oakland make less than
$35,0000 a year.  

The Crisis: Past, projected,
and current unmet low
income housing needs
According to the Census, while Richmond
has had some success increasing overall

housing units at the pace of population
growth, the larger city of Oakland has only
been able to increase its net housing units
to less than half, relative to the population
growth from 1990-2000.10 (Table 1; see
also Appendix, Table 1A).  

Also, based on city self-reporting to
ABAG of the number of affordable
housing units built, initial assessments

show that Richmond has had more suc-
cess than Oakland in building affordable
housing units to keep pace with the
growing need.  However, these numbers
should be interpreted carefully: ABAG
notes that there are no consistent
methodologies among jurisdictions for
counting or reporting housing produc-
tion. 

II: Background

Table 1: New Affordable Housing Needs, by Unit

% Increase in overall housing units to 
meet household growth, 1990-2000

% Affordable* housing need met, 
1988-1998

Total projected new need, 1999-2006

Projected new low and very low income 
need (% of total need)

Projected new moderate and above 
moderate income** need (% of total need)

9

Richmond

85% 

310% 

2,603 

744 (29%) 

1,859 (71%)  

Oakland

44% 

49% 

7,733 

3,207 (41%) 

4,526 (59%) 

Sources: Census 1990 and 2000, SF-1, Nonprofit Housing Association and Greenbelt Alliance, Association of Bay Area Governments
(ABAG), 1999-2006 Regional Housing Needs Determination (RHND).  
* The Nonprofit Housing Association and Greenbelt Alliance report define affordable housing as low and very low income housing units
(units affordable to households that make less than 50% and 30% of the area median income).
** Income-categories are based on the Area Median Income (AMI) as reported by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development.  The AMI the annual income at which half of the households in the area earn more than that amount per year, and half of
the households earn less than that amount.  

Housing in the East Lake neighborhood of Oakland



APEN believes an additional 11,000
units of low income affordable housing
are needed in Richmond, and 55,000 in
Oakland—due to extimates of existing
unmet needs measured in part by Section
8 (a federal rent subsidy program) and
public housing waitlists, high rates of
households that are overburdened by
housing costs, overcrowding, units of
older housing, and homelessness (Table
2).  These conditions contribute to low
vacancy rates and reveal that the housing
crisis is deeper and more complicated
than what the growth in households
and ABAG numbers alone suggest.
While Richmond and Oakland are praised
by some for producing more affordable
housing annually than any other city in
the region, they also continue to grapple
with a high, unmet housing need that
especially affects low income families.  

From Table 2, it is clear that the existing
units of affordable housing in Richmond
and Oakland fail to meet the number of
households who need it.  Households who
need affordable housing have to get in the
long line of people waiting for Section 8
and public housing.  As rents go up and
affordability goes down, very low income
people are likely to fall into homelessness.  

Additionally, both Richmond and Oakland
have an older housing stock (over 30
years old) that requires rehabilitation and
repair.  Renters in particular live in older
housing:  from the 2000 Census, 76% of
renters in Oakland live in older housing
compared to just 19% of owners; in
Richmond, 60% of renters reside in older
housing versus 35% of owners.

Older housing poses a health and safety
risk for residents.  For instance, the City
of Richmond’s building inspection depart-
ment identified renovations needed for the
oldest buildings—those built before 1940—
which make up 10.6% of residentialbuild-
ings.  The department found that an esti-
mated 25% of buildings built before 1940
were inhabitable, 15% needed substantial
rehabilitation, and 20% needed some sort
of rehabilitation or preventative repair.

The department also found that lead and
asbestos contamination was common in
the pre-1940’s housing stock.13

Finally, according to the Census, vacancy
rates have gone down between 1990-2000
(Figure A), stimulating competition
among residents for housing.  While rates
have fluctuated from 2000 to the present,
recent media claims of more apartment
openings and higher vacancy rates have
yet to truly benefit the lowest income
families in Richmond and Oakland.  

Local accomplishments to
address the housing crisis
City governments continue to grapple
with the unmet housing need, and have
accomplished some progress through key
legislative policies and programs, as well
as voter initiatives.

To address the lack of funding and units
for low income affordable housing:

■ The City of Richmondadopted an
inclusionary zoning policy in
November 2001 that regulates afford-
able housing set-asides in market-rate
developments.14

■ Richmondalso supportsinfill housing
initiatives that identify existing plots of
under-utilized land for housing devel-
opment.  

■ Oakland’s Sustainable Communities
initiative promotes infill and mixed
use housing, and the new $4 linkage
fee that takes effect in 2005 will link
housing development to new commer-
cial development.  

■ Oakland’s goal for raising $100 mil-
lion seed money for its Housing Trust
Fund, $5 million for a community
land trust , and its 5% increase of
redevelopment area affordable hous-
ing set-asidesshould all be acknowl-
edged and applauded as important
steps toward addressing the current
crisis.  

■ Additionally, both citiessteer state-
regulated Redevelopment area funding
and federal Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) and HOME
grants to try to meet the housing needs
of low income populations.
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Richmond Oakland
Section 8 waitlist  93 households 846 households

Public Housing waitlist 254households 3,137 households

Overburdened who 8,478 households 41,948 households

make less than $35,000/yr12

Severely overcrowded 2,776households 15,478 households 

(more than 1.5 people per room) 

Older housing 66% of housing stock 79% of housing stock 

(buildings over 30 years old) (23,946 units) (125,129 units)  

Homelessness 6,935 14,000-19,000 
estimated people  estimated people

Vacancy rate 4.0% 4.3%
(5.0% is the normal standard; See also Figure A)

Sources: 2003-2008 City of Richmond Consolidated Plan, Working Draft, p. 35; City of Oakland Consolidated Plan, July 1, 2000-June 30,
2005, p. 61; Census 2000, SF-3.  Homeless data includes individuals who are homeless at some point in the year, and are taken from City
of Oakland 2003 Draft Housing Element Update, May 2003, p. 3-42 and City of Richmond 2003-2008 Consolidated Plan, Working Draft,
p. 39.  For standard vacancy rates see, http://www.hcd.ca.gov/hpd/hrc/rtr/chp6r.htm (vacancy rates are an indicator of the existing match
between housing need and housing supply).  

Table 2: Existing Measures of Unmet Affordable
Housing Need for Low Income Households



To address toxic and unhealthy homes:

■ Concerns about toxic homes, code
enforcement, and physical housing con-
ditions led Richmondto establish a
Residential Rent Inspection program
that mandates city building inspections
before landlords can obtain a business
license to operate.  

■ Recognizing the City’s checkered past
with code enforcement and resident dis-
placement15, Richmondalso instituted
some limited relocation benefits for
those who are forced to move due to
code enforcement clean-up and rehabil-
itation. 

■ In Oakland, poor conditions prompted
the creation of a Slumlord Taskforce
in 1999 that identified and prosecuted a
dozen landlords for allowing unhealthy
and dangerous living conditions.  

To address tenant instability and vulnera-
bility:

■ With mounting rates of “unfair” evic-
tions in Oakland, voters in November
of 2002 passed aJust Cause ordi-
nancethat ensures basic protections for
tenants against unfair evictions.
Advocates took the measure to voters
after the City Council failed to adopt
such a protection.  Oaklandalso contin-
ues to oversee rent control ordinances
that help cap the rising cost of housing
for tenants.  

Threats to local accom-
plishments to fill unmet
housing needs
Despite some success through the pro-
grams and policies outlined above, a
daunting unmet affordable housing need
still persists.  Unfortunately, constraints
from the federal and state level, along
with some local approaches that do not
address the greatest unmet housing need,
threaten the efficacy and weaken the
progress of existing policies and pro-
grams.  

Local governments have been left to pick
up the slack and make do with less feder-
al and state monetary contributions for
affordable housing.  Several housing
experts already record an overall decline
in federal and state funds and programs
that address local affordable housing
needs.16 The National Low Income
Housing Coalition’s assessment of the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) budget summaries
finds that the federal contribution to
housing subsidies has decreased precip-
itously since the 1980’s.17 The California
Budget Project reports that state funding
for housing has not kept up with the
need.18 Even with the most recent infu-
sion of money from a $2.1 billion
statewide housing bond (Proposition 46),
the funds for affordable housing are still
not enough.  

California’s Proposition 13 is also a
major constraint to city planning for hous-
ing in general, and has ripple effects on
low income affordable housing.  Prop 13

limits the amount of money cities can gen-
erate through property taxes, causing some
local governments to push aside housing
development in preference of higher sales-
tax-generating retail development (so-
called “fiscalization of land use”). This
contributes to a 129,000 state-wide back-
log of new unmet housing needs.19

Locally, cities are hampered by 1) “trick-
le-down” economic strategies that fail to
meet the needs of the lowest income pop-
ulations, 2) loopholes, sunset clauses, and
short-term programs, 3) programs and
policies that are not funded or staffed at
the scale needed to address the problem.
Some examples are as follows:

Both Richmondand Oaklanduse some
public dollars and initiatives to target
housing for moderate and upper
income families, including homeowner-
ship.  The assumption is that low income
families will indirectly benefit from
“trickle-down” economic strategies when
capital flows from upper income families
to those below.  
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Source: Census 1990 and 2000, SF-3.

Figure A: Dropping Vacancy Rates, 1990-2000
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■ In Richmond’s 1997-2002 Consolidated
Plan, housing staff prioritized owner-
ship strategies for higher income fami-
lies, rather than forcefully addressing
the continuing housing needs of low
income families.20

■ Initiatives in Oakland, such as the
Mayor’s 10K plan, focus on producing
market-rate housing that targets upper
income people from outside the city,
rather than providing affordable hous-
ing for the existing low income popula-
tion.  In 1998, Mayor Jerry Brown
unveiled his “10K plan” to attract
10,000 new residents into the down-
town area by 2003.21 With a mixture of
market-rate housing, retail, and devel-
oper subsides, the 10K plan has exacer-
bated the removal of low income peo-
ple from the downtown area. 

■ Oakland’s newly created community
land trust is likely to benefit only a few,
mostly moderate income families at a
time, due to its focus on single-family
homes.

■ City allocation of Redevelopment,
CDBG, and HOME funds in both cities
sometimes prioritize owner-occupied
rehabilitation and other homeownership
programs rather than building new or
rehabilitating affordable rental housing.22

Furthermore, legislative loopholesand
sunset clausesweaken the intended
effects of local policies.  For instance,
Oakland’s new linkage fee exempts retail
and hotel developments and does not go
into effect until a full 3 years after adop-
tion.  Richmond’s inclusionary zoning
policy had a re-evaluation sunset clause
of 1 year, and exempted developers who
already had approvals for their projects at
the time the new legislation was adopted.  

Unfortunately, code enforcement and
healthy home efforts too often dissipate
after the political will and media attention
subside.  Oakland’s Dirty Dozen Slumlord
Taskforce was short-lived, and lacked a
continuing pro-active and preventative
component.  Questions remain as to
whether Richmond’s Residential Rent
Inspection program has enough resources
and momentum to impact the existing
large-scale housing condition problems.  

Recent efforts by the state, like SB 460,
now give local agencies preventative
authority to ensure safe work practices
involving the elimination of lead in and
around the home, and allow localities to
cite landlords for the presence of lead
hazards.23 However, it is up to the will of
the local code enforcement programs to
utilize this new authority. 

With regard to tenant rights, while cities
like San Francisco, Berkeley, and Oakland
have instituted rent control and ordinances
that protect tenants from unfair evictions,
the City Council of Richmondhas yet to
establish such basic protections for its res-
idents.  In Oakland, more legislative loop-
holes, such as exemptions for small land-
lords and new buildings in the Just Cause
ordinance, as well as weak and landlord-
driven rent boards, also constrain the full
legislative effects, benefits, and protec-
tions for renters.  

Summary
Limited in part by the financial pull back
of federal and state governments from their
housing responsibilities, local governments
face challenges and obstacles to forcefully
addressing the current housing crisis.
However, within this context, it is all the
more important for local city govern-
ments to take leadershipby targeting
their efforts more closely and more care-
fully to meet the needs of the most vulner-
able and lowest income populations in the
city.  

In the next section, APEN investigates the
deteriorating housing conditions in
Richmond and Oakland, paying particular
attention to the effects on low income
Asian residents and families.

■ ■  ■
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III: Conditions in the Current Housing Crisis among Low Income Asians

Conditions in the
Current Housing
Crisis among Low
Income Asians

In the spring of 2002, APEN began a series of discussions with its

members and leaders in Richmond and Oakland to identify the most

important problems they face as a community.  The list of concerns

reflect the poor quality of life for low income communities, including

problems with health care, employment, education, language access, and

housing.  Out of these pressing concerns, members and leaders from the

community chose housing for their immediate work.  

APEN staff conduct an earlier PAO survey in Oakland



Residents in APEN’s survey are predomi-
nantly very and extremely low income,
meaning they make less than 50% or less
than 30% of the Area Median Income.  In
Richmond, based on the number of people
per household, 55% were extremely low,
38% very low, and 7% were low income.
In Oakland, 90% of household respon-
dents were extremely low income, and
10% were very low income. 

The following pages bring forward the
rarely told stories and struggles of low
income Asian residents.  Compiled from
meeting discussions, in-depth communi-
ty surveys, writing projects, and inter-

views—and supplemented by Census
and other quantitative housing data—
these stories highlight the housing expe-
riences of low income Asians with
respect to 1) economic conditions, 2)
physical conditions, and 3) tenant pro-
tections.  Collectively, they present a
clearer picture of how low income Asian
individuals, families, youth, and com-
munities are affected by the current
housing crisis. 

Conditions: Residents over-
burdened by housing
expenses
According to HUD’s assessments of fair
market rents, the Oakland Metropolitan
Statistical Area (which includes Richmond
and Oakland) is the 4th most expensive
place to live in the entire country.24

According to APEN’s survey of low
income Asians, Richmond residents
experienced housing cost increases on
average of 32% over the past 3 years;
in Oakland, the average increase was
21%. Inflation went up only 7% during
the same time period.25

Tsan Seng Saeyang, an 82-year-old Mien
woman living in Richmond for the past
21 years, put it this way: 

The rent is constantly going up…A lot
of business people are buying and
selling and increasing the rent, mak-
ing it so difficult for us.  Especially
over the last few years, a lot of
people are being forced to move
around because of that.  Between
the last owner and this owner, my

rent has increased from $800 to
$950.

Vickie Liu, a 39-year-old
Chinese woman and

mother of two, notices
the rise in housing
costs in Oakland:

I came to America 7 years ago…I did
not notice a lot of new houses that
were built (in this time), but I did
notice that rent and property values
have gone up tremendously.  The
reason I moved to Oakland 7 years
ago was because the rent was cheap
here and it was easy to find a place
to rent.  Now the rents are not cheap
and it is hard to find a place to rent.

The 2003 hourly wage needed to afford a
market-rate, 2-bedroom apartment in the
Richmond and Oakland area is approxi-
mately $26.42 per hour.26 A household of
local minimum wage workers—including
janitors, waitresses, and cashier atten-
dants—need to work a collective 169
hours a week (more than 4 full-time jobs)
to earn enough to afford a market-rate 2-
bedroom apartment. 

In fact, noneof the low income Asian
households APEN surveyed in Oakland
and only 1 householdsurveyed in
Richmond could afford a market-rate
apartment with the same number of bed-
rooms in which they currently live.27

Jia Lian Han, a 58-year-old Chinese man
who lives and works in Oakland, com-
ments on affordability: 

It’s very hard to find a job now.  I
work as a janitor…I am willing to
work a few jobs or work 16 hours a
day if I can, but it’s hard to find a job
now.  (My rent is) close to half of my
monthly salary, but I have to pay for
insurance, utility bills, and gas for
the car.  There’s not much money left
after we pay for the rent.

The place I used to live in was a 2-
bedroom apartment, and since I was
low income they gave me a discount
on my rent, but I still couldn’t afford
it even though I split the rent with
another family.  I had to pay about
$600 including the utility bills, and I
just can’t afford it…(My wife) is too
old and she’s too sick to work.  That’s
why I can’t afford the rent.

Strengthening the Roots
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Youth in Oakland and Richmond recog-
nize the mismatch of jobs and income
to housingas a major problem for their
families.  

Dad works too hard.  Before he had 2
jobs and we had enough money, but
he was never home.  Now he has 1

job and money is tighter, and it’s hard
to get a job. 

—Seangthip Keosaeng, Age 17,
Richmond

Figure B shows that 62% of low income
Asians surveyed by APEN in Richmond
and 50% in Oakland are “overburdened”

because they pay more than 30% of their
household income on housing costs.
Compared to Census data for the general
city population, APEN’s survey found that
low income Asians have a higher rate of
being overburdened by housing costs. 

Because one family or generation alone
cannot afford the rent, many low income
Asians are overcrowded—defined quanti-
tatively as having more than one person
per room.28 Severe overcrowding (more
than 1.5 people per room) can lead to
unhealthy and unsafe conditions and
stress other parts of family life.

In 2000, Census data show that over twice
as many renters lived in severely over-
crowded conditions when compared to
owners.  In Richmond, 12% of renters and
4.4% of homeowners were severely over-
crowded, while in Oakland close to four-
teen percent (13.6%) of renters and 5.5% of
homeowners were severely overcrowded.

When overcrowding rates are assessed by
race and city (Figure C), the Census data
show that among Asian householdsin
Oakland, 31% had more than 1 person per
room, as compared to 16% of the overall
population.  Twenty percent (20%) of
Asian households in Richmond had more

III: Conditions in the Current Housing Crisis among Low Income Asians
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Figure B: Overburdened by Housing Costs

Figure C: Overcrowding Rates*

Source: APEN survey, 2003, Census 2000, SF-3.

62%

15% 16%

20%

31% 31%

50%

10%
8%

35%

12%

37%
33%

43%

50%

39%

32%

42%

Source: Census 2000, SF-3.
*Households with more than 1 person per room.

*                           **APEN's survey shows those with more than 2 people per bedroom, which
is a stricter over-crowding standard than the Census.  See footnote 28 and 29.



than 1 person per room, as compared to
only 15% of the overall population.  

Low income Asian families surveyed with
APEN found that Richmond had a 35%
rate of overcrowding with an average
household size of 6 people, while
Oakland had a smaller overcrowding
rate of 12% with an average household
size of 3 people.29

Youth in both cities also make the con-
nection between high rent increases and
overcrowded housing:

We have four children including
myself and then there’s my parents
also.  All of the kids have to share
one room and our parents had a
room of their own…We had moved
into that 2-bedroom apartment
because rent in our other (3-bed-
room) apartment had raised in price.

—Seangthip Keosaeng, Age 17,
Richmond

There used to be about 5-11 people
who use(d) to live with us. —Selena
Heung, Age 15, Oakland

Conditions: Toxins and 
hazards in the home 
The lack of affordable housing in a tight
housing market frequently means owners
have less incentive to invest in repairs and
other improvements on their housing
stock.  Consequently, some residents
endure toxic conditions and sacrifice their
in-home health and safety to remain in
relatively affordable housing.

An estimated 58% in Richmond and 71%
of all occupied housing units in Oakland
are contaminated with lead-based paints
that can cause severe developmental,
behavioral, and health problems in chil-

dren.30 APEN’s survey found that 58% in
Richmond and 39% in Oakland cited
peeling paint as a problem related to the
condition of their housing.  

In Oakland, over one-third of respondents
from APEN’s survey cited health and
safety problems in the community’s hous-
ing stock, including lack of sink, toilet, or
water access (39%).  Over one-third cited
household mold (38%) and over half
(59%) cited a problem with cockroaches
and mice—all of which are considered
triggers for childhood asthma by health
professionals.  

Amy Wong, a Chinese resident in her six-
ties and a 4-year resident of Oakland,
described the conditions under which she
and her family live:

There was one time our family was
poisoned by pest control.  We were

Strengthening the Roots
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Youth in both cities recognize toxics and
hazards in the home.  

We moved back and it’s not really
that bad but it kind of is because the
halls are filthy and the cupboards are
filled with roach poop.  We have lots
of spiders too, rat poop and rats. 
—Jackie Saephanh, Age 13, Richmond

We had ceilings, walls that need to be
repaired…There were also cock-
roaches under the refrigerator, car-
pet, etc.  —Selena Hung, Age 15,
Oakland

Conditions: Renter 
vulnerability and evictions
According to the 2000 Census, 46% of
Richmonders and 55% of Oaklanders are

renters.  Among specifically Asian
and Native Hawaiian/Other

Pacific Islander households,
39% in Richmond and 59%

in Oakland are renters. 32

However, within APEN’s survey popu-
lation of low income Asians, 88% of
households in Richmond and 95% of
households in Oakland are renters. (See
Figure D.)

Fear of landlord or 
government
Over half of the renters in Richmond and
Oakland feel uncomfortable going to
their landlord to report needed repairs.
According to APEN’s survey, close to
three-quarters of those in Oakland (72%)
also felt uncomfortable going to city
inspectors and departmentsto report
unhealthy or unsafe housing conditions.  

Low income Asian house-
holds surveyed in
Richmond
were not
even

throwing up and had diarrhea that
led the whole family to be taken to
the hospital that night.  There were a
lot of cockroaches and mosquitoes
and under such a condition, we had
to take matters in our own hands.

(In the second house) there were mice
all over the place, and sometimes
they fought all night and made a lot
of noise, so we had to buy drugs from
Home Depot to kill them off.  After
the mice died, their bodies decom-
posed and caused the house to smell.

My five-year-old grandson’s face got
infected during the time that we lived
in (the second) house.  We took him
to the doctor and they still could not
cure it.  Later on, after we moved out
of the house, his face recovered.  So
it was most likely the mold in the
house that infected him.  

III: Conditions in the Current Housing Crisis among Low Income Asians

Table 3:
Richmond Housing, Health and Safety Problems

Richmond  

Problems with mold (asthma trigger) 63%

Cockroachesand mice (asthma trigger) 79%

Problems with peeling paint (lead poisoning trigger) 58%

Plumbing problems 48%

Broken windowsand doors 52%  

Gas leaks 52%  

Source: APEN survey 2003. 
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Table 3 shows that in Richmond, a large proportion of respondents also cited health
and safety problems31:

Amy Wong is a member of
PAO in Oakland

Jackie Saephanh is a member
of AYA in Richmond



aware that they could report egregious
housing concerns and problems to the city
buildings inspections department for
repair: only 29% knew they could go to the
city inspector to report these conditions.

Most respondents to APEN’s survey felt
uncomfortable reporting problems in
housing conditions because of communi-
cation problems(79% in Richmond,
86% in Oakland) or fear that their rent
would be increasedas a result (69% in
Richmond, 64% in Oakland).  Because
most city inspection programs are strictly
complaint-driven, these findings highlight
the under-reporting of home health and
safety hazards particularly among low
income Asian households.

Tsan Seng Saeyang of Richmond
describes the fears she has of reporting
repairs or conditions to her landlord: 

There are many times that we are so
afraid to ask the landlord to come
and fix things around the house.  If
we ask them, they’ll say you broke it,
you have to fix it, and you have to
pay for it. And that’s why so many
times, we just don’t call the landlord
when something goes wrong with the

house.  Even if it’s not our fault, we
didn’t break it.  But every time we
call the landlord, the landlord doesn’t
feel it’s his/her responsibility to fix it.
And we (the tenants) don’t have the
money to fix it.

Fifty-nine-year-old Nai Liam Saechao
who has lived in Richmond for 20 years,
expresses her fear of being labeled a trou-
blemaker:

I’ve lived in many places.  Sometimes I
have a lot of fear to ask
them (the landlord) to fix
minor things, or when
things need to be done.
If I ask them too
many times, I’m
afraid they may think
I’m a troublemaker.
Actually, there are some
landlords that are okay.
I feel more easy to
approach them.  

Evictions
An estimated 21% of
Richmond renters and
29% of Oakland renters
surveyed had received a
30-day notice or been
evicted in the past 3
years (Figure E).
Furthermore, 48% of
households in Richmond
and 37% of households
in Oakland knew some-
onein the community
who had received a 30-
day notice.33

Low income Asian fami-
lies describe the confu-
sion and stress they expe-
rience at every stage of
the evictions process.

From receiving the English-written notice
itself, to the lack of translated information
about tenants rights and counseling ser-
vices, to fear of the American legal sys-
tem, residents often feel trapped and do
not know where to go for help when they
are evicted.  Many shared how their hous-
ing evictions prolong the emotional trau-
ma of being displaced from their home-
land, and the repeated resettlement in sev-
eral countries, before coming to the U.S. 

Tsan Seng Saeyang describes her
experiences with evictions in

Richmond:

I feel that the last time I
got a 30-day notice, it
was so unfair.  They
probably lied to me—
they said they wanted to
sell the house.  I don’t
think the house was

sold.  After I moved
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Nai Liam Saechao is
a member of LOP in
Richmond

Source:  APEN survey 2003; Census 2000, SF-3.
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out, I saw a lot of other people move
in.  I don’t think it was fair.  All the
plants that I planted there, I don’t
have a place to take them and
replant them. So, I have to leave the
plants behind.

There was one family, they were so
strong, so brave.  When they got the
30-day notice, they said they’re not
moving.  They took the time to find
the right house before they moved in.
At this point, I realized that even
though we got the 30-day notice, I
could have said no to the 30-day
notice, and tell the landlord that I
haven’t found a house yet, and take
the time to find the right one.  I’ve
paid the rent, and am paying the
landlord every month, so it’s not like
we’re not paying the rent.

Vickie Liu of Oakland, describes her
housing situation and eviction this way:

We’re new immigrants to America
and I liked the easy access to public
transportation so it was very conve-
nient for me.  There was a huge pop-
ulation of Chinese ethnic people that
live here and it made the adjustment
easier for me…Besides, there are a
lot of ESL schools located in Oakland
which is very convenient for me.  

After the (new) landlord bought the
property (I live in), he tried to
increase the rents by appealing to the

housing authority.
Before the appeal

got approved,
he demanded

a 60%

increase in rent because he wanted
the rent to match the market
price…We were not willing to give in
to his demands so he tried different
ways (of pushing us), including illegal
ways to evict us.  There were 10 units
altogether…The tenant in the 5th
unit did not speak any English and
had no idea where to look for help…

I felt helpless.  All the residents that
lived there were low income families.
I was also low income and a student
(at a local community college), and if
I got evicted, there was no way I
could afford to live elsewhere
because the rent was very high com-
pared to what I was paying.   

(A community organizer) introduced
me to a lawyer who helped low
income families fight for our kind of
cases…When he tried to increase the
rent up to 60%, we filed a complaint
to the rent board and let the rent con-
trol determine how much rent he

could increase.  

Fifty-five year old Yuk Ching Siu,
an 8-year resident of Oakland
in the same building,
describes the eviction:

If we moved out, he could rent the
room to someone else at a higher
rent.  However, we were not willing
to move out, because it’s not easy to
find another place and we went to the
City to seek help again.  (I think it
was unfair to raise the rent) because
he’s the landlord and he should be
responsible for it, and he was the one
who wanted to fix it in the first
place…I don’t think we should be
responsible for it, because he uses
remodeling the bathroom as an
excuse to try to evict us.
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Figure E: Evictions
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Vickie Liu is a member
of PAO in Oakland

Yuk Ching Siu is a
member of PAO
in Oakland
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Source: APEN survey 2003.
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In April of 2003,
Queenie Tam

received notice that
Lawrence Chan, the
developer and owner
of the 50 affordable
housing rental units at

Pacific Renaissance Plaza (PRP) in Oakland Chinatown,
planned to evict her and the rest of her neighbors.  Back in
1993, in exchange for agreeing to keep these 50 rental units
“affordable” for 10 years, the City of Oakland gave Chan a
$7 million loan that he was expected to pay back with addi-
tional interest and profits made on the development.34

Over the course of the past 10 years, however, Chan violated
the development agreement by failing to repay the loan that
now amounts to close to $16 million.  He overcharged ten-
ants their rent by an average of $300 per household per year,
which violated the original terms of affordability tied to the
loan.  Despite these contract violations by Chan, the Pacific
Renaissance Plaza tenants are facing evictions and displace-
ment as of the report’s press time.35

In June of 2003, along with 5 of her neighbors, Ms. Tam—an
Oakland resident in her thirties and a tenant at PRP for two
years—presented the following testimony to members of the
Oakland City Council and asked for their help:

My name is Queenie Tam.  I am a Pacific Renaissance
tenant.

I am a kind of nervous person.  I am scared of driving,
scared of any accident.  So, I moved to Pacific
Renaissance because it is very easy to reach the public
transportation.

After I’ve received the eviction notice at the mid April, I
was so worried and don’t know what I could do.  I can’t
sleep well, I have nightmare every night, and I can’t con-
centrate to work
because all the time I
think about the evic-
tion.

…When I knew that the
landlord overcharged
us, we are very angry
and felt he is stealing
from a group of weak-
ness. No tenant wants
to move out, we are the
immigrants here, we
don’t know about the
law, and why our land-
lord can treat us like
that.

As our elected councilmembers, this is your responsibili-
ty to take all actions to stop the evictions and to investi-
gate all wrong things.

The Pacific Renaissance case illustrates that there was insuf-
ficient government and public monitoring of developer subsi-
dies given in exchange for building temporary, affordable
housing.  As a result, the City and taxpayers have lost close
to $16 million in loans owed by Lawrence Chan.  The tenants
have lost even more: their homes and peace of mind.  

Pacific Renaissance 
Plaza Case Study in 
Oakland Chinatown
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Artwork for the anti-evictions campaign
designed by Christine Wong



Impacts: Families and
youth face tough choices
and sacrifices
Housing is the single largest expense for
many households.  Low income house-
holds in particular, including Asians, are
susceptible to paying so much of their
meager income on housing that they are
then forced to make tough choices or sac-
rifices (Table 4).

Because of high housing costs, a full 68%
of respondents to APEN’s survey in
Oakland and 71% of respondents in
Richmond recently cut back on nutritious
food for themselves and their families.
Another 42% in each city recently cut
back on the frequency or quality of
healthcare they seek.  Over half cut back
on purchasing clothing, notebooks, and
other items for their children.  The survey
also asked households in both cities

whether they had ever taken another job
to accommodate high housing costs, and
many respondents laughed bitterly: they
would take another job if such jobs were
available.  

Jia Lian Han of Oakland describes the job
and housing sacrifices this way:

Housing in America is very expen-
sive and most of my income goes
into rent. I tried to cut back on
clothing and traveling in the car.  The
economy is bad, it’s hard to find a
job, and rents don’t decrease, so I
had to try to cut back on all the
expenses.  During the good times, we
were willing to spend money; now we
have to be more careful on our
spending…If I don’t have a job, then
I can’t pay rent, and I become home-
less, so I have to work very hard.

I keep looking for a (full time) job,
but I can’t find one.  I have 2 part
time jobs now, but one of the jobs has
very little hours and the total hours
for two jobs were less than 40 hours.
When I got sick, I didn’t want to go
see the doctor even though I was cov-
ered by insurance because I had to
pay a ten-dollar deductible.  Every
time I went to see the doctor, the
deductible and prescription drugs, I

had to pay $100-200.  It’s too
expensive to me.

Amy Wong of Oakland talks
about the effects of high cost

housing on her grandchil-
dren:

The monetary impact of moving
around is high, and our salary is not
high.  Also we had to look for schools
for the kids.  The kids were not
happy that they keep having to move
around but we did spend some time
explaining to them that it is normal
to move around in America.My
grandchildren have to move to 2-3
different schools during our time in
California.

When residents are forced to pit housing
against health and education, the immedi-
ate as well as longer-term consequences
of these sacrifices have a broader effect
on the community beyond just the need
for more safe and affordable housing.  

Youth perspectives
The negative impacts of high housing
costs ripple throughout the family.  When
asked to write about how they are affected
by housing issues, youth overwhelmingly
cited high housing costsas a main way
that housing issues impact their lives.  

(Housing affects) me and my family
because our mortgage is too high and
we don’t have much spending money.
It’s really tough because we have all
these bills to pay also.  In our family
we use(d) to always have food and
never have to worry, but now it’s like

III: Conditions in the Current Housing Crisis among Low Income Asians

Table 4: Making Tough Choices to Accommodate
Housing Costs

Oakland       Richmond  

Cut back on nutritious food 71% 68%  

Cut back on healthcare 42% 42%  

Cut back on things for their children (clothing, notebooks) 60% 59%  

Move to another placebecause the rent was too high 40% 45%  

Source: APEN survey 2003.

Jia Lian
Han is a
member of
PAO in
Oakland
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Housing is a youth issue because:

Our parents with low income have to get more than
1 job to support the family. We don’t get to see our
parents. And, our parents have less time to help us
with schoolwork and other things in life. Sometimes
we have to get jobs to support our family and we
have to sacrifice extracurricular activities and a
social life. We all end up working harder to keep the
house that we’re not spending much time in.

■ When rent is too high, people can’t afford rent
on their own so a few families have to live
together. Some of the impacts of overcrowding
are lack of privacy and lack of personal space,
which for youth means a home where it is
difficult to study.

■ Our houses are in poor condition and it’s hard to
show who we really are. For instance, it is diffi-
cult to bring friends over because we are embar-
rassed about our living conditions. 

■ Once we sum up the housing issue, housing is
not just an adult issue, it’s also a youth issue
because we live there. 

We think the root causes are:

■ We think that the government is giving up on
poor people. And they are only paying attention
to rich people. 

■ Developers—people who buy land, who build
housing, who are generally in the housing busi-
ness—make most of the money.

■ Landlords—they raise rent prices real high—
make some of  the money.

Solutions we propose:

Protection for renters! Some ideas are:

■ Rent Control – keep rent prices not too high so
that people can afford to live.

■ Better maintained, better looking housing where
people are getting their money’s worth–houses
we can live in. We want our housing to be nice
with clean carpet, clean walls, etc. 

■ Protection against unfair eviction–because no
one wants to get kicked out of their house.

■ More permanently affordable housing! People
with lower incomes should have lower rents.
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AYA members present a youth perspective on housing issues at a joint LOP/AYA meeting



...“save this for tomorrow.”  We
would never have to say anything like
this in the past.  —Seangthip
Keosaeng, Age 17, Richmond

Sometimes I have to sacrifice not
going out with friends or buy clothes.
I think that they (my parents) can’t go
out much, or buy anything too for
themselves. —Myly Ha, Age 17,
Oakland

Because of overcrowded and poor condi-
tions, some youth see a direct impact on
their education and the environment cre-
ated by poor quality housing:

…I come home to a messy house and
I don’t want to do homework.  So I
stay at the lab late. —Nita Sisamouth,
Age 16, Richmond

Sometimes I feel safe and happy
(being at home) but other days it piss
me off, because it is noisy and
loud…It makes me wanna leave and
won’t want to go home until when I
want to sleep. —Myly Ha, Age 17,
Oakland

(Not having enough space) does
affect my studying because when the
house gets too noisy I can’t concen-
trate. —Vibol Va, Age 18, Oakland

So what can be done?  Youth have the
answers, starting with changing the cost
of housing, given that this effects over-
crowding, their parents’ jobs, and family
stress:

The main (thing that I would change
about housing) is the prices of the
houses. If the rent was lower more
low income people wouldn’t be out
in the streets or crowded into just
one house.—Vanhphone
Nompraseurt, Age 16, Richmond

If (government and business people
raise up the rent price), then raise up
people who work’s paycheck!
Because people who get paid don’t
even have enough for rent.  —Jessica
Thongthap, Age 16, Richmond area

Put more money into housingin
Oakland instead of putting it into
prisons.  That’s why people run wild
because they don’t have a nice place
to live.  —Chenda So, Age 21,
Oakland

In order to break the cycle of poverty and
poor housing that plagues low income
Asian communities, youth are educating
each other and determining how to solve
housing problems in the community.
Their roles as unintended mediators
between family and society place them in
important and powerful positions to influ-
ence government policies and practices on
housing issues.  

The Asian Youth Advocates in Richmond
took their discussions and analysis of how
they and other youth are impacted by
housing issues, and advanced a youth-led
statement on “How Housing Impacts
Youth” to counter perceptions that safe
and affordable housing
only affect adults.

Impacts: Cultural and
ethnic communities are
torn apart
Low income Asian families on the East
Bay, many of whom are immigrants and
refugees, have struggled to rebuild and
grow roots in this country.  Many settled
in and around places like Chinatown and
other ethnic pockets because these areas
not only had affordable housing, but the
presence of ethnic and cultural communi-
ties eased the harshness of immigration
and resettlement.  

Despite facing poverty and toxic exposure
in the home in places like Richmond and
Oakland, low income Asians still possess
a deep sense of community and rooted-
ness in their neighborhoods,with rich
family and communal networks acting
locally as social safety nets.  Particularly
in the closely-knit Laotian communities
of the Richmond area, families are well
organized within networks that often
share food, childcare, and housing.  Along
with access to culturally and linguistically
appropriate services, and to familiar
schools, churches, and organizations,
many low income Asian families still rely
on these local family and community
safety nets for survival.  

The realities of increasing housing insta-
bility—i.e. escalating housing costs and
unhealthy conditions (in places with little
or no tenant protections)—cause residents
to be uprooted from their communities.
For instance, Richmonders surveyed by
APEN moved an average of almost 5
times and with one household moving 9
times in the past 23 years that they lived
in the Richmond area.  Oaklanders sur-
veyed did not fare much better, with
households moving an average of 3
times during the years they lived in
Oakland; one household moved 10 times
in the past 20 years.  This constant reset-
tlement is affecting low income Asian
families who are or were once long-term
residents of the community. In APEN’s
survey, Richmond residents have lived in
the city and surrounding area for an aver-
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Vanhphone
Nompraseurt is a

member of AYA in
Richmond

Jessica Thongthap
is a member of AYA
in Richmond



age of over 17 years; in Oakland, the
average is over 12 years.  

Nai Liam Saechao of Richmond describes
the cost and instability of having to move
frequently:

Every time I move, I feel that I have
to leave all of my fruit trees behind.
Sometimes the (new) landlord won’t
let me plant anything, and sometimes
I can’t take the trees because they are
already too big to take with me.
Every time I think I can live some-
where for a long time, I plant trees,
but then I have to move because the
rent is too high…Every time I move,
there’s more deposit I have to come
up with.

Housing instability disrupts not only indi-
viduals and families, but hurts the overall
community as well.  Rich cultural and
ethnic communities, that once provided
a social safety net and root for resi-
dents, are now being torn apart by the
constant movement of families who can
not sustain their connections to the
community. Without protections against

displacement, low income Asian families
at the extreme are being driven out of
their neighborhoods by increasing costs
and unresolved housing problems.  This
leaves once thriving cultural communities
and neighborhoods bare, or irreparably
changed, due to higher income families
that start to move into such ethnic neigh-
borhoods for their “novelty,” for their
relative affordability, or for their
convenience.  

Thongsoun Phuthama, a 72-
year-old Lao resident, 25-
year resident Richmond, and
President of Lao Senior
Association Inc., had this to
say about the community
impact of evictions:

I know recently 5 families
who were evicted…They
have no choice but to move
out of the community they
love so much.  They had to
start their lives all over
again.  When the case of
these 5 families was

brought to the attention of the Lao
Senior office, it was too late for us to
help the families stay in the area that
they love, where they can be close to
the community.  The only choice they
had was to move away from here in
order to find housing. These fami-
lies had to start a new community.
They can’t even go to their old temple
to gather with their community.  

If we move too often, we cannot be
deeply rooted in the community.  You
feel that you’ll always be the new
person on the block.  You have to
start to make new friends all the time.
You will have to look for the new ser-
vice providers or church that you
depend on—everything you have to
start all over again every time you
move.  You have to keep coming up
with the deposit and it is hard to get
the deposit back (from the old apart-
ment).  The deposit is so high now,
that most people cannot come up with
the deposit for the new place that
they’re trying to move to.

Through interviews, APEN found that
unstable housing among low income
Asians creates a threat to cultural and
ethnic survival of individuals and of
communities.  This ultimately pulls apart
families and cohesive communities that
are at the cornerstone of healthy neigh-
borhoods.
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Thongsoun Phuthama is a member of LOP in Richmond

A Laotian grocery store in Richmond
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IV: Conclusion

The dearth of affordable housing, healthy homes, and tenant protections in

Richmond and Oakland creates a crisis for low income Asian communities.

Based on surveys, interviews, and writing projects, APEN learned that while

low income Asians are not the only ones suffering from the overall housing cri-

sis, specific factors like linguistic isolation and fear of government cause them

to experience housing problems differently—and some would argue more

harshly—than city residents overall.  

Nurturing the Growth
of Sustainable
Communities 

Conclusion

The consequences of high housing costs
and poor conditions are high and harm
not only individuals and families in low
income Asian communities, but also
threaten overall community and neigh-
borhood stability as people are forced to
move away from the places where they
were once rooted.  

The goal of housing and social policies
should be to strengthen communities, par-
ticularly in places where low income eth-
nic and cultural communities already exist
but are in danger of being dispersed or
displaced. 

In light of the budget crisis and shrinking
public resources, community residents
and leaders must look carefully at how
decisions on housing are made.  Having
the informed participation of tenants
and residents in the decisions that
impact their community is key to
resolving the housing crisis.
Community residents are experts who
need to be at the table in deciding what
their communities, cities, and regions
look like when it comes to safe and
affordable housing and tenants rights.

Members of LOP confirm their decision to work to protect tenants rights in Richmond
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If the government could build more afford-
able housing, then we could solve the high
rent issue in Oakland.  Now, the economy is
not good and a lot of people got laid off and
it costs a lot of problems in this society.  Our
government should pay more attention to
these kinds of issues within our society, and
as for the residents, we are more involved.
—Cang Ye, Age 80, Oakland

We have to tell the government and also our
people to come together to find a solution to
stop this (housing) problem…I have a few
friends who have been asking me, when are
we going to fight for housing?They are
ready to help us move on and fight.
—Nai Liam Saechao, Age 59, Richmond

Guiding Principles:

Given the continuing housing needs identified by the
community, members and leaders within APEN

want to build better solutions to address the housing
problems they face.  These solutions are guided by the
following principles:

• Housing is a basic human right. Every human being,
regardless of income or race, has a right to adequate shelter
and housing.  This includes:

Housing that stays affordable permanently. The stories
and experiences highlighted in this report show the
impacts of unstable, expensive housing on individuals,
families, and communities.  Thus, permanently affordable
housing can help stabilize vulnerable communities and
prevent displacement.

Housing that is healthy, toxic free, and safe.Every per-
son has a right to a clean, healthy environment to live,
work, and play.  This is true of the outdoor environments
where people live, but also of indoor environments,
where most people spend close to 90% of their time.36

Residents should have not only a “right to know” about
toxic hazards, but government programs should promote
a right to be safe and healthy.

Laws that ensure that the rights of low income tenants
are protected.This report documents cases of renters
who were forced to move due to unfair evictions and high
rent.  Low income renters face particularly harsh barriers
to stable housing, and need basic tenant protections.

• Governments at various levels have a responsibility to provide
for safe and affordable housing.The private market alone will
never be able to fully meet the housing needs of low, very low, and
extremely low income communities.  Therefore, public taxpayer
dollars need to include affordable housing for these communities.
While private and nonprofit sectors have a significant role to play,
the public sector needs to closely monitor and promote the produc-
tion and preservation of safe and affordable housing.  This includes
more coordination of affordable housing strategies among federal,
state, and local government entities.

• Residents should be engaged and involved in government deci-
sions and processes that affect their lives.Those who are directly
affected by housing problems have a wealth of knowledge and a
vested interest in making sure “things are done right.”  Many of the
low income Asians profiled in this report already “speak for them-
selves” and want to participate actively in government decisions
that impact their lives.  Public discourse and monitoring would
make certain that government monies are spent to meet basic com-
munity needs and that strong policies are being implemented and
enforced.

Recommendations

Cang Ye and Mei Fang Guo facilitate a small group discussion at a PAO meeting
in Oakland
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V: Recommendations

Local governments have a unique oppor-
tunity to provide leadership to help
resolve the housing crisis for the lowest
income families.  Given federal and state-
pull backs from their affordable housing
obligations, it is more important than ever
that cities look closely at how funding for
housing is given, and how decisions on
housing are made.

In Richmond and Oakland, many afford-
able housing policies, programs, and
strategies already exist at the local level
in Richmond and Oakland and have led to
some progress.  However, the reality is
1) what exists does not effectively
address the existing city-wide low
income affordable housing need and
2) few residents from the grassroots
community that APEN works with are
able to fully benefit from these current
programs—either given their fear of gov-
ernment, their language capacity, their
low and very low income status, or
because they are renters.

The following recommendations to the
City of Richmond and City of Oakland
are drawn from community meetings and
discussions with the low income Asian
residents who make up the membership
and leadership of APEN.

Build and preserve low income
affordable housing that stays

affordable permanently.

■ Establish and enforce strong rent
control laws that cover ALL low
income tenants.This is the most direct
and efficient way to expand and
increase affordable housing for low
income communities.  Ongoing multi-
lingual community education and
enforcement mechanisms are required
so that all landlords and tenants are
informed about and abide by rent con-
trol laws.

■ Secure more consistent revenue
sources for affordable housing.City
business tax allocations, sales tax or
hotel occupancy taxes, and other city
revenue sources can be put toward local
housing trust funds.  Once these trust
funds are established, local govern-
ments must have the political will to
spend the money to actually create and
preserve housing units.   

■ Ensure that market-rate development
is accountable to the affordable hous-
ing needs of low, very low, and
extremely low income communities.
Proven policy tools include inclusion-

ary zoning and linkage feeswhich
generate funding for housing and get
more units built.  These programs
should be free from short-term sunset
clauses or exemptionsthat allow the
most profitable developers to skirt their
obligations to the community.  In these
programs, local governments should
particularly make sure that affordable
housing specifically for low, very low,
and extremely low income families is
not left out.

■ Invest public dollars in permanently
affordable housing. Programs like
community land trusts need to be
expanded to include multi-family
units or cooperative ownership.
These programs need to be affordable
and accessible to low, very low, and
extremely low income households.  In
the long run, these programs take hous-
ing off of the speculative market and
put it into the hands of community resi-
dents so that it can stay affordable in
perpetuity. 

Establish regular, pro-active code
enforcement and healthy homes

inspections of rental buildings, with
resident monitoring to
prevent displacement.

■ Mandate and provide funding for
regular inspections to ensure toxic-
free and hazard-free conditions. Pro-
active rather than complaint-based code
enforcement can help resolve some of
the deep problems with habitability in
low income Asian communities.  

■ Employ multi-lingual inspectors or
partner with community-based
healthy home promotersto not only
help tenants overcome their fears of gov-
ernment and of recognizing and report-
ing unhealthy housing conditions, but
also to help make sure that tenants will
not be burdened by abatement costs or
displaced by code enforcement efforts.

Moung Poo Saelee votes on the housing issue LOP will work on

Recommendations 



■ Create authentic investment, involve-
ment, and evaluation by community
residents. For too many low income
families, including Asian families, the
existing healthy homes programs offer
illusive hopes of improving physical
housing conditions.  Without the
authentic investment, involvement,
and evaluation by community resi-
dents, pro-active code enforcement
efforts will continue to miss their mark.

■ Analyze and address preventative
solutions (regarding in home toxics)
rather than abatement, and assess the
cumulative health and displacement
risks affecting the community. 

Ensure and protect low income
renters’ rights by adopting, enforcing,
and strengthening Just Cause to Evict

ordinances and rent boards with
active tenant representation and

participation.

■ Establish Just Cause to Evict ordi-
nancesthat protect renters from unfair
evictions and provide much needed
housing stability, particularly in low
income communities.  

■ Institute and endow community
boards of multi-lingual renters to
help educate the community about ten-
ant protections, enforce the policies,
evaluate the progress, and recommend
any changes that are needed.    

Expand living wage laws, support the
creation of local jobs that provide
adequate healthcare benefits, and

guarantee adequate health care and
food security for all low income

families.

■ Expand living wage laws to require
all firms benefiting from all public
resources to pay a living wage.This
would help prevent families from hav-
ing to choose between housing and
other basic needs.

■ Support health care, food security,
and education programs for low
income communities. Holistic strate-
gies should work together to connect
housing to not only quality jobs, but
also to healthcare benefits and access to
education. 

Preserve low income affordable
housing in existing ethnic and

cultural communities.

■ Recognize the community assets and
value that cultural and ethnic com-
munities and neighborhoods provide
for the city. This not only refers to the
more obvious economic capital of eth-
nic stores and enclaves, but also to the
cultural connections and social safety
nets that residents in these communities
provide for each other.

■ Deliberately consider cultural and
ethnic community preservationwhen
assessing affordable housing policy.

Just as pre-adoption nexus studies
require an assessment of economic and
environmental impacts, so should cul-
tural and ethnic community impact be a
criterion for analyzing and evaluating
housing policies

■ ■ ■

Beyond the local level, APEN recom-
mends the following strategies:

Cities and residents need to work
together to address the threats to local
affordable housing efforts.  

■ Come together and stem the tide of
dwindling funding from the state and
federal level, as well as improve coordi-
nation of housing strategies from all
levels of government.

■ Work to eliminate the public finance
incentives that lead cities to fiscalize
land use, at the detriment of local low
income affordable housing needs.

Cities need to work together to plan
regional job and housing growth, trans-
portation, and environmental planning
as well as explore regional tax-base
sharing. Certain government jurisdic-
tions are moving in this direction.
Coordinated regional housing strategies
need to encourage smart growth and
regional equity.  Pursuing holistic regional
approaches that combine housing, trans-
portation, environment, and employment,
will re-engage residents and policymakers
to bring concrete relief for the families

and communi-
ties most in
need.
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Mrs. Peng of PAO
in Oakland

PAO and LOP members and staff  learn about each other’s community concerns
at an LOP open house
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Appendices 

Richmond 32,749 34,625 5.7% 34,532 36,044 4.38%

Oakland 144,521 150,790 4.3% 154,737 157,508 1.79%

Source: Census 2000, SF-1.

Households in
1990

Households in
2000

% Change in
Households

Housing Units
in 1990

Housing Units
in 2000

% Change in
Housing Units

Table 1A:
Household Growth Versus Housing Unit Growth, 1990-2000

Appendix A: Tables

9-county Bay
Area~

Contra Costa
County

Richmond Alameda
County

Oakland

Table 2A:
Economic Demographics, 2000

Source: Bay Area Census, www.bayareacensus.ca.gov.  Based on Census 2000 SF-1.
* Poverty rate is based on people and individuals, not families.
^ Calculated and estimated from SF-1 race data, for Non-Hispanic Asians, African Americans, American Indians, and Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islanders who identi-
fied with only one race plus non-white Hispanics who may be multi-racial.
+ Includes only people of only a single race. 
~ The 9 county Bay Area includes the following counties:
Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano, and Sonoma counties

Median Household $62,024 $63,675 $44,210 $55,946 $40,055
Income

Per Capita Income $30,934 $30,615 $19,788 $26,680 $21,936

Poverty Rate* 8.6% 7.6% 16.2% 11.0% 19.4%

% People of color^ 38% 31% 65% 47% 65%

% Asian and Native 20% 11% 13% 21% 16%
Hawaiian and Other

Pacific Islander+
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The intention with this report is to pro-
vide a description and analysis of the
policies and conditions facing low income
Asian immigrant and refugee families in
Richmond and Oakland.  The study uti-
lizes participatory research methods that
engaged residents, leaders, and indige-
nous organizers to craft and administer
surveys, interviews, and writing projects.  

Data collected
From March to April 2003, APEN sur-
veyed 132 households and interviewed 9
people through both APEN’s Laotian
Organizing Project (LOP) in Richmond
and Power in Asians Organizing (PAO)
project in Oakland.  Participants were
members and leaders that live in the orga-

nizing area of either project who were
recruited to a meeting to talk about local
housing issues.

To document the perspective of youth and
their concerns about housing issues, 8
young Laotian women through the Asian
Youth Advocates (AYA) project and 8
Cambodian youth through the Cambodian
Community Development Inc. (CCDI)
participated in a writing project on afford-
able housing.  Participants were recruited
from meetings of both youth programs.

Data collected from members and leaders
through participatory methods were com-
pared and analyzed with available demo-
graphic, economic, and housing data from
Census 2000 and from other recent hous-

ing reports.  Where available, Census data
was isolated by geographic area of inter-
est (Richmond and Oakland) and by
Asians and Native Hawaiians and other
Pacific Islanders.

Techniques used
The surveys and interviews were focused
on garnering real participation of mem-
bers and developing surveying skills of
some leaders.  

Staff organizers and volunteers also con-
ducted several case study interviews cho-
sen through convenience sampling.

37
The

author coded and analyzed the case stud-
ies, then compared and integrated infor-
mation from the interviews with the sur-
vey and other data collected for the report.

Richmond 10,341 12,969 22.77% 87,425 99,216 13.49%

Oakland 54,931 62,853 14.42% 372,242 399,484 7.32%

Source:  Census 2000, SF-1.
*Population was calculated as those who identified as “Asian only” plus those who identified as “Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander only.”  These numbers include those who identified as Asian
or Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander as a race, and as Hispanic or Latino as an ethnicity.

API Population
1990

API Population
2000

% Change in API
Population

Total Population
1990

Total Population
2000

% Change in
Total Population

Table 4A:
Asian and Pacific Islander (API)* Population Growth Versus Total
Population Growth, 1990-2000

9-county Bay Area Richmond Oakland

Table 3A:
Racial Demographics, 2000

Source: Census 2000, SF-1.
*Numbers here reflect those who identified with “only one race” in the 2000 Census.  There may be some overlaps in these percentages because the “Hispanic” population
in this case is calculated as the non-white population that identified as Hispanic, and could be of any other race except white.

White 58.1% 31.4% 31.3%

Black or African American 7.5% 36.1% 35.7%

American Indian or Alaskan Native 0.6% 0.6% 0.7%

Asian 19.0% 12.3% 15.2%

Native Hawaiian or 0.5% 0.5% 0.5%
Other Pacific Islander

Non-white Hispanic* 11.3% 14.1% 16.4%

Appendix B: Community Research Methods—Linking Organizing and Research



Richmond
Staff organizers administered group sur-
veys in Mien and Lao languages to
groups of Laotian residents ranging from
3 to 20 people at a time.  Forty-eight (48)
households overall were surveyed in a
group setting where participants respond-
ed by raising red placards.

Staff organizers conducted follow-up phone
interviews to collect non-aggregated data
such as family income, number of people in
the household, years lived in the communi-
ty, and monthly rent or housing cost.

Because of the limited written language
capacity of many households in
Richmond38 and the limited staff capacity,
the verbal group survey tool allowed staff
organizers to collect vital housing data
from residents.  The group-nature of this
tool also began to generate discussion
among members that led many to realize
they were not the only ones facing hous-
ing problems in their community.

Staff organizers also refined case study
questions and conducted in-depth interviews
with 4 residents who had expressed person-
al experiences and concerns with housing.

Oakland
Written Chinese and English surveys were
administered to Chinese, Vietnamese, and
Cambodian residents, arranged in groups
ranging from 6 to 36 households at a
time.  A total of 84 households were sur-
veyed.  Resident leaders and staff orga-
nizers aided by administering the surveys.  

Oakland’s individual written surveys
allowed residents a degree of privacy.  In a
few cases, following the survey meeting,
the staff organizer helped resolve confus-
ing or contradictory responses by calling
and clarifying with the survey respondent.
Additionally, the staff organizer collected
monthly income data over the phone for
approximately 15 of the 84 households
after the original survey meeting.

A tri-lingual volunteer (in English,
Cantonese, and Mandarin) conducted 5
case study interviews with neighborhood
residents in Oakland.  Potential intervie-
wees were identified through surveys and
consultation with the staff organizer.  

Youth
Through the AYA writing and creative
project, youth discussed and wrote about
how housing issues impact them.  The
Asian Youth Advocates of Richmond also
collectively drafted a youth statement on
housing issues.  AYA’s overall observa-
tions and analyses, along with writing
projects from the Cambodian Community
Development Inc. youth, were coded, ana-
lyzed, and included in this report.

Limitations
APEN’s survey conclusions are based on
descriptive statistics derived from a rela-
tively small sample-size, convenience
sampling, and project-specific survey
methods.  Thus, the purpose of the survey
and study was to describe and add to
understanding of the experiences and
challenges facing people in community.
Because of the small sample size and
methods for APEN’s housing survey, the
author cannot claim statistical signifi-
cance of results.

Some processes used during the collection
of data may have contributed to particular
research biases.  For example, resident
leaders and others who helped those with
vision impairments to fill out the survey
may have unconsciously affected survey
responses of that resident.  In another
instance, while staff organizers in
Richmond observed that many households
were unfazed by the group surveying
process there, it is possible that some
households may have felt peer-pressured
into responding with the majority on a
particular opinion-related survey question.
In addition, those who responded “no” in
the group setting by not raising their sur-
vey placards indistinguishable from those
who simply did not wish to answer the
question.  Finally, in both cities, APEN
asked residents to document not only their
own experiences with, for example, evic-
tions and housing conditions, but also
asked residents to record what they had
observed more broadly in their communi-
ties.  Thus the report ultimately relied on
the memory of people’s direct primary
experience as well as perhaps less reliable
but broader secondary observations of the
community at large.

Selection bias may have also influenced
survey results.  Because the survey pool
in Oakland contained a higher percentage
of single-person or small households that
live in subsidized senior buildings around
Oakland Chinatown, the results tabulated
for overcrowding and other housing indi-
cators may not reflect the true conditions
in the low income Asian community over-
all.  Likewise, in Richmond, households
who attended survey meetings there may
have been more interested in affordable
housing issues or had more direct prob-
lems with housing than those who were
not able to attend.

However, given these research methods
and possible selection biases, the benefits
of this study outweighed the potential
weaknesses.  Group surveying allowed dis-
cussion and exchange among residents that
would not have been possible through a
one-on-one interview.  The participatory
nature of having resident leaders aiding
others to fill out the survey sharpened the
leadership skills of those resident leaders
and helped build relationships among resi-
dents in organizing projects.  Asking resi-
dents to document not only their individual
experience, but also what they observed in
the community ultimately allowed APEN
to create a fuller picture of the housing
needs and concerns of the community.

Because of the descriptive nature of study,
the author purposely did not structure
study—nor analyze the data—for statistical
significance.  While overall survey num-
bers are small, APEN utilizes this study as
a starting point for further research, given
that large-scale housing data on the low
income Chinese community in Oakland or
on the immigrant and refugee Laotian
community in Richmond are not yet readi-
ly available.  APEN looks forward to
engaging in further research that explores
the needs and experiences of the low
income Asian and Pacific Islander commu-
nities in both cities and in the region.
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Footnotes

1 The headline “Bay Area Home Prices Cheaper” appeared in the Oakland
Tribuneon January 21, 2003.  “Bay Area Home Prices Stabilizing” appeared
in the Contra Costa Timeson January 25, 3003.  Even into May 2003, the
Oakland Tribunereported “Area Home Prices Slide.”  May 15, 2003.

2 In Richmond, the survey sample included Laotian families and in Oakland,
Chinese, Vietnamese, Cambodian, and Laotian families.  See Appendix B for
more on the survey sample.  

3 Using census data, severely overcrowded units have more than 1.5 people per
room, and overcrowded units have more than 1 person per room.  However
this standard is problematic and possibly under-stated given that census
counts of rooms technically include not only bedrooms, living rooms, and
dining rooms, but kitchens as well.  For APEN’s survey purposes, overcrowd-
ing is defined as more than 2 people per bedroom, a slightly stricter standard
than those tied to census counts.

It is important to note that overcrowding standards are also debated and
should be resolved with occupancy standards used by fair housing advocates.
Advocates fear that overcrowding standards may be used to discriminate
against families with children, given the lack and the expense of larger units.
According to Housing Rights, Inc., a Berkeley-based fair housing organiza-
tion, case law supports an occupancy standard of 2 people per bedroom and 1
person per common area.  Thus, a 1-bedroom apartment could be occupied by
3 people, 2-bedroom apartment by 5 people, etc.  

4 APEN’s survey used a stricter standard of overcrowding than the Census—
that of households with more than 2 people per bedroom.  The smaller than
expected overcrowding rate and average size of households in Oakland may
have been affected by the larger proportion in APEN’s survey pool of single-
person or small households that live in subsidized senior housing in and
around Oakland Chinatown.

5 The estimates are based on calculating 90% of units built before 1940, 80%
of units built between 1940-1959, and 62% of units built between 1960-1979.
Lead paint was banned in 1978.  These estimates should be interpreted care-
fully given that the amount of lead may vary, that lead based paint becomes a
hazard only when lead is released from the paint or when it is ingested, and
that these estimates are national averages that do not take into account differ-
ences based on region and other factors.  However, even given these caveats
for interpretation, data showing the elevated levels of lead poisoning in many
low income communities of color means that the issue remains a top housing
health and safety concern for many cities. 

6 Oakland’s Just Cause ordinance exempts buildings with less than 4 units, and
buildings built after 1983.  Recently, the City Council attempted to also
exempt small buildings from the city’s rent control ordinance. 

7 In Richmond, the survey sample included Laotian families and in Oakland,
Chinese, Vietnamese, Cambodian, and Laotian families.  Ninety percent
(90%) of respondents in Oakland and 55% in Richmond were very-low
income households, according to HUD thresholds.  See Appendix B for more
on the survey sample.  

8 Compared to people who were categorized as “only one race” in the 2000
Census.  Latino and Hispanic population in this case is calculated as the non-
white population that identified as Latino or Hispanic.

9 Census 2000, SF-1.  Richmond’s overall population grew by 13% from 1990-
2000; Oakland’s population grew by approximately 7%.  See Table 4A in the
Appendix.

10 Census 2000, SF-3. 

11 Because of overlaps exist between the categories of unmet low income hous-
ing need listed in Table 2, only estimates can be made about the total unmet
housing need.  The estimate presented here is based on a rough and conserva-
tive calculation based on summing a quarter of the homeless population, a
quarter of the older housing units, and a third of households in the following
categories: those on Section 8 and public housing waitlists, those overbur-
dened by housing costs, and those who live in severely overcrowded units.

12 In the Oakland Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), households with 3 or
more people making approximately less than $35,000 annually are considered
“very low income” (at less than 50% of the Area Median Income) by housing
standards.

13 City of Richmond 2003-2008 Consolidated Plan, Section 4.1.2.

14 In Richmond’s inclusionary zoning law, for buildings of 10 or more units, the
developer must set aside 17% of the new housing units for moderate income
families, 15% for low income, and 10% for very low income families.  If the
developer choses not to build the units, he or she may pay an in-lieu fee of
10% of the market-rate cost of constructing the affordable units.  

15 The City of Richmond Consolidated Plan, 1997-2002, p. 57.  “In the latter
half of the 1980’s, the City of Richmond carried out a vigorous program of
code enforcement of substandard and abandoned housing structures having
serious and hazardous code violations.  A number of hazardous and danger-
ous buildings were demolished as a result of this activity, displacing low
income tenants in some cases.  CDBG initiated code enforcement and abate-
ment is combined with relocation services to tenants and rehabilitation loan
assistance to the absentee landlord.”

16 See Orlebeke, Charles J.  “The Evolution of Low income Housing Policy,
1949 to 1999.” Housing Policy Debate, Vol. 11, Issue 2.  2002, and Keyes,
Langley C. et al, “Networks and Nonprofits:  Opportunities and Challenges in
an Era of Federal Devolution.”  Housing Policy Debate, Vol. 7, Issue 2, 1996.

17 See Dolbeare, Cushing N. and Shirley Crowley, National Low Income
Housing Coalition.  “Changing Priorities:  The Federal Budget and Housing
Assistance, 1976-2007.”  August 2002.  The authors note that the budget
authority for subsidized housing for fiscal year 1976 was more than twice the
Administration’s request for fiscal year 2003.  They also note that the drop in
federal subsidies occurred both because of cuts in programs as well as
changes in how subsidized housing was financed.  

18 California Budget Project cited that state funds for affordable housing had
decreased from 0.5% in 1989-1990 to 0.2% of the state’s General Fund
between 1995-2000.  Housing production in general declined in the 1990’s in
part because “California’s system of financing local government tends to dis-
courage residential construction in favor of sales tax generating retail devel-
opment.”  Additionally, of the units that have been built with state funds,
multifamily units make up a decreasing piece of the pie—down from 2/3 of
units built in 1970 to 1/3 of those built in 2001.  Thus, the push toward sin-
gle-family homes trumps the need for more multifamily units.  

19 The state-wide housing need estimate was drawn from “Grown Challenges
for California: Selected Facts From Government and Private Research
Publications assembled by the California Futures Network for the California
Policy Forum.”  June 12, 2002.

20 City of Richmond, 1997-2002 Consolidated Plan, p. 32.  Quoting from the
Housing Element of Richmond’s General Plan of 1994, the plan stated “Since
Richmond has had more than its fair regional allocation of the market area
lower-value housing and lower income households and less than its fair
regional allocation of middle income families, Richmond’s housing need is to
balance the existing low-value housing with housing which attracts middle
income and upper income households.”  Fortunately, the 2003-2008
Consolidated Plan, p. 34, stated a slightly different income-targeted strategy
for coming years:  “…because of the great needs presented by Richmond’s
lower income residents, the City has determined that it will focus its scarce
resources on maximizing opportunities for those residents, relying on market
forces to serve those at higher income levels.”

21 For more about the 10K plan, see also Yee, Cameron, Julie Quiroz-Martinez’s
publication from Urban Habitat titled “There Goes the Neighborhood: A
Regional Analysis of Gentrification and Community Stability in the San
Francisco Bay Area.”  1999.
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22 The City of Oakland does have a “50:50” rule for targeting programs toward
homeownership and rental housing, and some housing staff would argue that
programs are weighted more towards rental housing.  However, clear tracking
and accountability regarding the overall dispersion of city funds are difficult
to ascertain.

23 For more information on SB 460, see summary from Western Center on Law
and Poverty, “Senate Bill 460: Giving Enforcement Agencies Authority to
Prevent Lead Poisoning.”

24 2003 National Low Income Housing Coalition (NLIHC) assessment of HUD
proposed 2004 fair market rents.  http://www.nlihc.org/oor2002/table2.htm

25 This estimation of the rise in cost of housing from the survey does not take
into account changes in unit, nor does it keep constant the number people or
families in the household.  The survey asked participants to record whether
their housing costs had increased since 2000, and if so, by how much, so
therefore increases could be attributed to other factors in addition to rising
absolute costs.  The actual average increase in housing costs from APEN’s
surveys may be even higher: the average cited here does not include “out-
liers” of households who reported increases in housing costs above 100%
over the past 3 years.  However, this estimation allows APEN to begin to
understand the increasing burden of housing costs on families in both cities. 

26 2003 HUD fair market rents, using NLIHC methodology. Using 2004 pro-
posed HUD fair market rents, the housing wage is $27.31.

27 Again, affordability is calculated as less than 30% of a household’s family
income going to rent.  The National Low Income Housing Coalition report
and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD) annu-
al publication of “fair market rents” for the Oakland Metropolitan Statistical
Area (MSA), which includes Richmond and Contra Costa County are as
follows:

28 Using census data, severely overcrowded units have more than 1.5 people per
room, and overcrowded units have more than 1 person per room.  However
this standard is problematic and possibly under-stated given that census
counts of rooms technically include not only bedrooms, living rooms, and
dining rooms, but kitchens as well.  For APEN’s survey purposes, overcrowd-
ing is defined as more than 2 people per bedroom, a slightly stricter standard
than those tied to census counts.

It is important to note that overcrowding standards are also debated and
should be resolved with occupancy standards used by fair housing advocates.
Advocates fear that overcrowding standards may be used to discriminate
against families with children, given the lack and the expense of larger units.
According to Housing Rights, Inc., a Berkeley-based fair housing organiza-
tion, case law supports an occupancy standard of 2 people per bedroom and 1
person per common area.  Thus, a 1-bedroom apartment could be occupied
by 3 people, 2-bedroom apartment by 5 people, etc.  

29 APEN’s survey used a stricter standard of overcrowding than the Census—
that of households with more than 2 people per bedroom.  The smaller than
expected overcrowding rate and average size of households in Oakland may
have been affected by the larger proportion in APEN’s survey pool of single-
person or small households that live in subsidized senior housing in and
around Oakland Chinatown.  The average number of bedrooms in Oakland’s
survey was less than 2; the average in Richmond was less than 3.

30 The estimates are based on a commonly used formula estimating that 90% of
units built before 1940, 80% of units built between 1940-1959, and 62% of
units built between 1960-1979 are contaminated with lead-based paint.  Lead
paint was banned in 1978.  These estimates should be interpreted carefully
given that the amount of lead may vary, that lead based paint becomes a haz-
ard only when lead is released from the paint or when it is ingested, and that
these estimates are national averages that do not take into account differences
based on region and other factors.  However, even given these caveats for
interpretation, data showing the elevated levels of lead poisoning in many
low income communities of color means that the issue remains a top housing
health and safety concern for many cities. 

31 Survey participants were asked to cite both health and safety problems they
experienced directly, as well as what they observed in other people’s homes.
See footnote 33.

32 The renter percentage is out of the total number of people in occupied hous-
ing units.  The renter rate for Asian and Native Hawaiian/Other pacific
Islander households is based on total occupied units that have a householder
with those identified races.

33 While secondary recall of other households who have experienced evictions
is less reliable—given that 5 households could know the same 1 household
that had experienced an eviction, asking respondents to recall evictions in the
community in general begin to help us understand the extent to which evic-
tions are a problem in Oakland and Richmond.   

34 In the legal document that set the conditions for the city loan to Lawrence
Chan (called the Disposition and Development Agreement or DDA, and
obtained by the tenants’ lawyers at the East Bay Community Law Center),
affordability was set at 30% of 50% of the Area Median Income (AMI) of
Oakland.  Rental surveys and other documents prove that Chan charged ten-
ants 30% of 80% of the AMI.

35 For more information on the Pacific Renaissance campaign, please see
Counts, Laura. “Suit seeks to delay evictions at Chinatown apartments.”
Oakland Tribune, August 21, 2003; Counts, Laura. “Council threatens
Chinatown landlord.”  Oakland Tribune, July 16, 2003; Counts, Laura. “City
urged to act, stop Chinatown evictions.”  Oakland Tribune, June 25, 2003;
DeFao, Janine.  “Oakland probes evictions, Chinatown residents fight to keep
homes.”  San Francisco Chronicle, June 26, 2003; DeFao, Janine.  “Oakland
moves to sue landlord over evictions; City council votes to seek injunction if
negotiations fail.”  San Francisco Chronicle, July 16, 2003.

36 Healthy Homes Partnership, 2003.

37 See Weiss, Robert S. Learning from Strangers: The Art and Method of
Qualitative Interview Studies.New York, NY: The Free Press, 1994.  See
pages 24-28 and 31-33 on convenience sampling.

38 Some of the tribal languages of the Laotian community, including Mien,
Khmu, Lao, are mainly orally-based.  While Laotian ethnic groups share a
common written language, many are unable to read written Lao.  (See Kong,
2001, p. 27.)

FY 2003 Fair Market Rents by Number of Bedrooms

Location 0 1 2 3 4        

Oakland, CA MSA $905 $1,095 $1,374 $1,883 $2,249
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